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Note: The antenna angle influences the signal area and distance, thus please keep 
antenna as shofar & fan, which ensure longer transmission distance.
Keeping TX/RX antenna wide-side face to face, it help receive maximun signal. 

1. keep transmitter antenna angle as shofar， 90 degree
2. Keep receiver antenna angle like fan
3. Adjust TX/RX the antenna wide side face to face.

Antenna

1.1 Right ways to install TX/RX antenna



There is no angle 
between the antenna

The antenna wide side 
does not face to the 
receiver

TX Antenna

1.2 Wrong ways of Transmitter antenna installation



The antenna wide side 
does not face to the 
transmitter.

RX Antenna

No Angle

1.3 The wrong ways of receiver antenna installation



The transmitter is 
upright and the 
signal is best.

TX Placement

2.1.1 The right ways to place TX



The transmitter is 
upright and the 
signal is best.

TX Placement

2.1.2 The right ways to place TX



The transmitter is put flat , The 
signal transmission range is the 

smallest, Poor image quality.

TX Placement

2.2.1 The wrong ways to place TX



1. Put RX on the tripod.
2. Keep its height over 1.7 

meters  from the ground.
3. The transmitter and receiver 

should be face to face

RX Placement

2.3.1 The correct ways to place the receiver



The receiver does not face to 
transmitter. Thus received 
video quality is poor.

RX Placement

2.3.1 The wrong ways to place RX



The receiver is placed on 
the ground, thus the 
received signal is weak.

Placement

2.3.2 The wrong ways to place RX



The receiver is placed at horizontal 
direction. Usually it is put on the 
box or monitor and the received 
video quality is poor.

RX Placement

2.3.3 The wrong ways to place RX.



1. Avoid multiple transmitters and receivers in a straight line.
2. Note Adjust the position and angle of the receiver according to 

the position of the camera.

Usage of Multiple 
Transmitters&Receivers

3.1.1 The correct placement method



The 2 suites are in a line, Their 
signals are interfered by each 
other. In this case, the 
interference fringes may 
appear on the monitor.

Usage of Multiple 
Transmitters&Receivers

3.1.2 Incorrect placement methods



The receiver is too 
close to the obstacle 
and the signal block is 
blocked.

The receiver is too close to 
the obstacle and the signal 
block is blocked.

Use methods when there 
are obstacles.

3.1.3 The wrong placement of receivers



Please move the 
receivers away from 
obstacles.

Use methods when there 
are obstacles.

3.1.3 The correct placement method



If obstacles can't be aviod, 
please move the receiver at 
least 2 meters away from 
obstacles.

Use methods when there 
are obstacles.

3.1.4 The correct placement method



Hollyland mushroom antenna 
is suitable for shooting scenes 
with high and low drop.

Hollyland soft antennas are 
suitable for most shooting 
situations.

Antenna usage.

4.1 Mushroom Antenna 4.2 Soft Antenna



When the camera is placed at 
rocker, it is recommended to use 
mushroom antenna.

4.1.1 Mushroom antenna application 1



When the camera is close to 
the ground, it is 
recommended to use 
mushroom antenna.

4.1.2 Mushroom antenna application 2



Thank you
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